Full understanding of the physics underlying the striking changes in viscoelasticity, relaxation time, and phase transitions that mesoscopic fluid-like films undergo at solid-liquid interfaces, or under confinement between two sliding solid boundaries, constitutes one of the major challenges in condensed matter physics. Their role in the imaging process of solid substrates by scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is also currently controversial. Aiming at improving the reliability and versatility of instrumentation dedicated to characterize mesoscopic films, a noninvasive whispering-gallery acoustic sensing (WGAS) technique is introduced; its application as feedback control in SPM is also demonstrated. To illustrate its working principle and potential merits, WGAS has been integrated into a SPM that uses a sharp tip attached to an electrically driven 32-kHz piezoelectric tuning fork (TF), the latter also tighten to the operating microscope's frame. Such TF-based SPMs typically monitor the TF's state of motion by electrical means, hence subjected to the effects caused by the inherent capacitance of the device (i.e., electrical resonance differing from the probe's mechanical resonance). Instead, the novelty of WGAS resides in exploiting the already existent microscope's frame as an acoustic cavity (its few centimeter-sized perimeter closely matching the operating acoustic wavelength) where standingwaves (generated by the nanometer-sized oscillations of the TF's tines) are sensitively detected by an acoustic transducer (the latter judiciously placed around the microscope's frame perimeter for attaining maximum detection). This way, WGAS is able to remote monitoring, via acoustic means, the nanometer-sized amplitude motion of the TF's tines. (This remote-detection method resembles the ability to hear faint, but still clear, levels of sound at the galleries of a cathedral, despite the extraordinary distance location of the sound source.) In applications aiming at characterizing the dynamics of fluid-like mesoscopic films trapped under shear between the TF probe and the solid substrate, WGAS capitalizes on the well-known fact that the TF's motion is sensitively affected by the shear-forces (the substrate and its adsorbed mesocopic film playing a role) exert on its tip, which occurs when the latter is placed in close proximity to a solid substrate. Thus, WGAS uses a TF as an efficient transducer sandwiched between (i) the probe (that interact with the substrate and mesoscopic film), and (ii) the acoustic cavity (where an assessment of the probe mechanical motion is obtained). In short, WGAS has capability for monitoring probe-sample shear-force interactions via remote acoustic sensing means. In another application, WGAS can also be used as feedback control of the probe's vertical position in SPM. In effect, it is observed that when the microscope's probe stylus approaches a sample, a monotonic change of the WGAS acoustic signal occurs in the last ∼20 nm before the probe touches the solid sample's surface, which allows implementing an automated-control of the probesample distance for safely scanning the tip across the sample surface. This principle is demonstrated by imaging the topographic features of a standard sample. Finally, it is worth to highlight that this alignment-free acoustic-based method offers a very direct assessment of the probe's mechanical motion state (the mechanical and the WGAS acoustic frequency responses coincide), which makes the WGAS a convenient metrology tool for studying surface interactions, including interfacial friction at the nanometer scale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Whispering-gallery acoustic sensing (WGAS) in the context of other scanning probe microscopy (SPM) developments
SPM groups a variety of proximal-probe imaging techniques able not only to characterize materials with nanomea) Electronic mail: andres@pdx.edu. ter scale resolution, 1 but also getting involved in nanodevice fabrication. 2 In a typical SPM, a sharp probe is scanned sideways along the sample's surface while keeping the probe's apex in close vertical proximity to the sample's surface, the latter requiring a precise control of the probe's vertical z-position to avoid crashing the tip against the sample's topographic features. SPM can be implemented to operate in either "dc" or "ac" mode. In the former modality, the probe is maintained in close proximity to the sample's surface (while the lateral scanning is taking place). That is the case in scanning tunneling microscopy 3 and dip-pen nanolithography, 4 for example, where the proximity of the probe to the sample is an essential requirement for the technique to work. However, such contact proximity requirement by the dc-mode approach presents some drawbacks when analyzing, for example, insulator materials for the unavoidable presence of charged impurities along the sample surface can convolute the SPM signal that controls the probe's vertical position. One way to overcome this shortcoming constitutes the ac-mode, where the probe is vertically dithered (i.e., intermittently placed closer to and away from the surface) thus minimizing the effect of local unwanted disturbances. In the ac-mode, the control of the probe's vertical position relies on the monotonic dependence of the probe's oscillation amplitude (as well as phase and resonance frequency shift) with the average probe-sample distance. The closer the tip gets to the sample's surface the smaller the probe's oscillation amplitude, which provides a guiding mechanism to implement a z-feedback control of the probe's vertical position in a 20 nm range near the solid substrate. This ac-mode is frequently used, for example, in atomic force microscopy. Controlling the probe-sample distance very reliably is fundamentally important in SPM.
However, some SPM techniques cannot afford dithering the probe vertically. That is the case, for example, in scanning near-field optical microscopy, 5 where such vertical motion in the proximity of the sample's surface could lead to intermittent crashes of the probe's optical aperture against the surface, in detriment to the probe's aperture morphology. This would produce an uncontrollable deformation of the probing optical near-field. Lateral dithering of the tip (i.e., parallel to the sample's surface) becomes then a preferred choice, with the probe's amplitude of oscillations monitored either via optical 6, 7 or electrical means; 8 the latter is typically favored in order to avoid adding unrelated optical fields to the near-field optical measurement. Currently a piezoelectric tuning fork (TF), carrying a sharp probe stylus attached to one of its tines, is widely used due to its unique low damping properties, allowing its piezoelectric response to sensitively detect vibration amplitudes with sub-nanometer precision. 9 In addition, because of the inherent mechanical rigidity of the experimental setup along the vertical direction, TF-based SPMs do not suffer from sudden snap-jumps of the tip towards the sample surface (due to capillary forces) as occur in AFM systems. The better reliability in controlling pre-determined tip-sample distances makes the TF-SPM a valuable metrology tool to study surface interactions. Such advantage has prompted to also implement TF-based SPM with vertical dithering. 10, 11 In TF-SPM the control of the probe's vertical position is implemented by electrically driving the TF with an ac voltage (∼1 mV rms) and synchronously detecting its corresponding admittance. 12 It turns out, however, that the reactance of the TF's inherently capacitance ends up convoluting the electrical detection of the TF's tines amplitude. This capacitance prevents the operator from determining the exact state of the TF's mechanical motion, including, for example, whether or not the probe has been brought to a complete rest by the interactions between the tip and the substrate; (even in that latter state the TF's admittance signal would be different from zero). Precise determination of whether or not the tip is at rest (as a consequence of its interaction with the solid substrate and the adsorbed mesoscopic fluid) provides pivotal information about the ability of shear forces to influence the probe's motion, an important aspect for friction studies at the nanometer scale. Even though alternative methods have been introduced to compensate these shortcomings, 13 simpler methods to directly attest the real state of motion of the probe would be desirable.
WGAS, introduced in this manuscript, offers an alternative for establishing a direct correlation between the acoustic signal and the TF's mechanical motion, hence providing an opportunity to make a more direct assessment of tip-sample interactions when integrated into a TF-SPM. The acoustic detection approach circumvents the shortcomings associated to the TF's capacitance that arises in purely electrical detection settings. The simplicity of WGAS, as described in more detail in Secs. II-V, resides in using the existent microscope's frame as an acoustic cavity where standing waves (generated by the mechanical motion of the electrically driven TF) are detected in a whispering-gallery type modality; that is, similar to the faint, still clear, conversations that can be heard in the galleries of a cathedral from a source located at extraordinary distances. 14 Exploiting constructive wave interference effects established in the acoustic cavity, WGAS can sense the TF's tines lateral motion down to nanometer-sized amplitudes. For a more comprehensive description of WGAS, this article is organized as follows: Section II details the experimental setup, which is basically a TF-based SPM slightly modified to integrate additional acoustic sensory components. Section III shows the experimental results that contrast the similarities, and differences, among the optical, electrical, and acoustic signals all of them used to monitor the mechanical motion of the TF. After demonstrating its sensitivity to nanometer sized changes in the TF's oscillations amplitude, WGAS is used to monitor the probe-sample interactions at various probe-sample distances. Section IV details the experimental arrangement to extend the use WGAS as position control feedback in SPM. Section V summarizes the advantages and necessary further investigation that can lead to an improved WGAS. Altogether, the results to be presented here should corroborate the advantage of acoustic techniques for studying fundamental surface phenomena at the nanometer scale. Figure 1 shows schematics of the experimental setup for acoustically monitoring the probe's mechanical motion in a TF-based SPM. (The adaptation of this WGAS setting as a feedback control for topographic imaging applications will be described later, in Sec. IV below.) Four main components can be identified: (i) a piezoelectric TF of 32 kHz nominal resonance frequency and externally driven by a signal generator; (ii) an acoustic cavity (in mechanical contact with the TF); (iii) an acoustic transducer, located away from the TF but in mechanical contact with the cavity; and (iv) a lock-in based synchronous detection of the acoustic signal. (1). The mechanical waves engendered by the TF are detected by a remotely located acoustic sensor (2) . The frame of a scanning probe microscope serves as an acoustic cavity (3) . The acoustic waves are synchronously detected by referencing a lock-in amplifier to the TF driving frequency (4). The simultaneous detection of the TF's electrical admittance is optional. Right: Actual microscope frame of rounded shape, also serving as an acoustic cavity in the WGAS setup.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In a typical procedure, an ac-voltage (∼mV rms amplitude) applied across the terminals of the TF makes its tines undergo lateral motion (against each other) of a few nanometers amplitude. The accumulated experimental results presented in this manuscript suggest (as it will be justified below) that the tight mechanical contact between the electrically driven TF and the acoustic cavity constitutes the source that engenders stationary acoustic waves into the cavity frame. Hence, placing an acoustic sensor at any of the acoustic nodes established around the periphery of the cavity maximizes the detected signal. The detection is implemented in a synchronous fashion using a lock-in amplifier. Optionally, and for control and comparison purposes, the TF's electrical admittance is also monitored simultaneously with the WGAS acoustic signal.
The piezoelectric TF has two tines, each of dimensions L = 3.8 mm, t = 0.6 mm, and w = 0.35 mm, with a spring constant K = (E/4)w(t/L) 3 = 26 × 10 3 N/m (a Young's modulus E = 7.87 × 10 10 N/m 2 has been used in the calculation). Using a harmonic mechanical motion approximation and an equivalent RLC circuit fitting model, 15 one obtains the piezoelectro-mechanical coupling α = 6.5 × 10 −6 C/m. 16 At resonance (frequency f and amplitude u o ), the change in current is given by I = 4π fα u o , or 2.5 nA/nm, a ratio that will be used herein to estimate the amplitude of the tine's amplitude of oscillation. 
A. The acoustic cavity
B. Characterization of the cavity's mechanical response
The picture at the top-left side of Fig. 2 shows the lower part of the acoustic cavity, highlighting the presence of a piezoelectric plate (12 mm × 12 mm × 2 mm) glued at the bottom of the supporting truncated circular plate. The purpose of the piezoelectric plate is to mechanically excite the cavity (at different frequencies and with the same amplitude) for recording its acoustic spectral response, particularly in a range around the 32 kHz (the TF operating frequency). The corresponding WGAS experimental setting for this purpose is displayed on the right side of the figure. The spectral response, shown at the bottom-left side of the figure, is just one sample of more exhaustive measurements presented in Sec. III below. It can be inferred from this spectral analysis that, in general, an ideal cavity would be one that has a significant acoustic response at the particular TF operating frequency. 
C. Mechanical coupling between the TF and the acoustic cavity
In the current WGAS setup (an extension of a scanning ultrasonic/shear-force near-field microscope (SUNM) hardware 16 ) the acoustic cavity has a central axis that happens to be constituted by a piezoelectric tube (20 mm diameter, 50 mm long) (see schematics shown in Fig. 1 ), but its role is just to hold the TF. Anticipating that a successful implementation of the WGAS will depend on a good mechanical coupling between the TF and the piezotube, a set of mechanical components were designed to (i) ensure a very tight mechanical contact between the TF and the piezotube, hence a tight attachment of the TF to the cavity, and (ii) preserve the integrity of the piezotube after repetitive loading/unloading the probe. These components are displayed in Fig. 3 .
The optical image at the top shows a TF epoxy-glued to a holder (part-A) made out of Macor ceramic material. 17 Macor is a material relatively easy to machine, and a good electrical and thermal insulator. Notice that the ceramic is designed to have two different outside diameters, one to easily fit into a conical-shape jacket (part-B) and the other a bit smaller to loosely fit the inner diameter of part-D. The image in the middle shows parts B, C, and D, all made out of hard plastic material Delrin R . 18 Part-B is a conical-shape "jacket" with partial incisions on one side as to form "leaves" that accept part-A with (initially) loose fitting. Part-C has one end permanently glued to the piezoelectric tube, while the other side is threaded on the outside diameter. Part-D is a cap of cylindrical shape with inner threads that fit part-C. When part-D is threaded on part-C it sandwiches part-A and part-B along the way, also causing the leaves of the "jacket" (part-B) to tighten-sideways the Macor piece holding the TF. This design preserves the integrity of the piezoelectric tube, while ensuring a good mechanical contact with the tuning fork.
D. Control and response variables
Two variables are under experimental control: the tuning fork's driving voltage (V d ), and the driving frequency (f). Two signal responses are monitored, the WGAS acoustic signal and the TF's admittance (the latter for comparison purposes). The signal generator (a module inside a SRS-850) drives the TF supplying a programmable frequency (f) and a programmable ac voltage amplitude V d , (in the 4 mV-10 mV rms range). For detecting the acoustic waves set around the cavity, the acoustic transducer (DECI SE 25-P 426) is placed on the perimeter of the circular cavity (the microscope's frame) as indicated in Figures 1 and 2 ; different locations of the sensor around the microscope frame are tried first until a place of maximum signal is found. The response of the acoustic transducer is synchronously detected with a lock-in amplifier (SR-850) set to current-mode detection and referenced to the TF driving frequency. For comparison purposes, the electrical admittance of the TF is simultaneously monitored with another lock-in amplifier (SR-844) also referenced to the TF driving frequency. admittance response and the conversion factor 2.5 nA/nm, as indicated in Sec. II above, the amplitude of oscillation at resonance is estimated to be 9 nm in this particular case. Notice the difference between the TF admittance and the WGAS spectral response, putting in evidence the intrinsic capacitive character of the TF affecting the electrical measurement. The acoustic WGAS reveals the TF mechanical response more directly. Supporting evidence of this claim is shown in Fig. 5 , which compares the WGAS signal response with the optical monitoring of the tines motion, the latter acquired by focusing a laser beam on the edge of one of the TF's tines (using a lens of 5 cm focal length, and a 10 mW He-Ne laser operating at 632.8 nm) and detecting the optical diffraction pattern with a photodiode. This optical signal is synchronously measured with a lock-in referenced to the TF driving frequency. It is expected that the optical signal tracks directly the tines motion. The coincidence of the optical and WGAS acoustic spectral responses, acquired simultaneously, is evident in Fig. 5 . The acoustic experimental data (open circles) have been fitted (solid line) to the frequency-dependent amplitude response of a forced harmonic oscillator model using a damping constant γ = 2π × 2.6 s −1 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Monitoring the frequency response of the TF
B. Frequency response of the acoustic cavity
The WGAS detection setting was also used to examine the acoustic frequency response of the cavity, which is expected to be determined by its structural material composition (affecting the speed of the sound waves in the bulk) and geometry (due to the multiple internal reflections). The specific experimental setting was shown in Fig. 2 above. Of particular interest is the response in a range around 32 kHz (the operating frequency of the typical TF used in this particular demonstration of the WGAS technique). For that purpose, an electrically driven piezoelectric plate (epoxy-glued to the base of the cavity, as shown in Fig. 2 ) was used to excite the cavity (4 mV driving voltage) at the different frequencies in the 28 000 Hz to 34 000 Hz range. (The voltage source driving the TF was turned off.) The resulting spectrum is shown by the trace with "open circles" in Fig. 6 .
As a follow up test (trying to simplify the analysis of the somewhat complicated acoustic spectrum, as well as to identify the cavity's structural sections that may contribute more significantly to the frequency response) the central axis of the cavity (the piezoelectric tube alluded in Figs. 1 to 3 ) was removed, but the WGAS acoustic sensor was kept at the same position. The resulting acoustic spectral response is shown by the trace with "squares." Notice that for frequencies above 30 kHz there are no major differences between those two spectra (taken with and without the central axis), except that the peaks in the latter case are a bit higher. Subsequently, the sensor was placed at an arbitrary different position; the trace with "solid circles" shows the corresponding spectrum. Again, the major changes occur at frequencies below 30 kHz. The other thinner solid line traces correspond to other different tests performed at different times, and with the sensor located at arbitrary different positions. Overall, while some peaks appear in all the spectra at the same frequencies, there exist variations in the spectra depending on the position of the sensor.
The results presented in Fig. 6 suggest that, in order to operate WGAS, the resonance frequency of the TF (including the cases when a tip is attached to one of its tines) should be close to any of those values at which the cavity response peaks. This reasoning was supported by one further test (data not shown here) where, when using a TF of resonance frequency equal to 32 650 Hz, the detection of WGAS signal was very poor. However, after placing a small blob of mass on one of its tines (which moved the resonance frequency to 31 450 Hz) a WGAS signal was clearly detected. Hence, the different peaks shown in Fig. 6 represent the different operation frequencies available for implementing WGAS with this particular cavity.
C. Monitoring probe-sample interactions (approaching curves)
Upon the demonstration that WGAS is capable of monitoring the amplitude of the TF's oscillatory motion with nanometer sensitivity, it becomes clear that the new acoustic techniques can be used to monitor the shear force interactions between the TF's sharp tip and a solid substrate. Indeed, it is well known that when a sharp stylus is attached to one of the electrically driven TF's tines, the amplitude of oscillations is sensitively affected when the tip is brought in close proximity to a solid substrate. WGAS provides then an opportunity to monitor such shear-force interactions via acoustic means. To test these ideas, a tapered probe is fabricated first out of glass fiber (3M FS-SC-6324) and by chemical etching procedures. 19, 20 The probe (typically a few millimeters in length, tapered region of ∼200 μm, and an apex termination of ∼100 nm radius) is attached to one of the tines of a TF. An atomically flat mica sample, serving as test substrate, is placed on a z-piezo stage (Piezosystem Jena, Tritor-100 model; equipped with capacitance feedback capability to overcome piezoelectric hysteresis). Figure 7 displays the setting where a V z voltage is applied to the piezo-stage to control the probe-sample distance. Notice also, as the tip gets closer to the sample (while the TF is being driven at its resonance frequency measured when the tip is far way from the substrate) no change in the WGAS signal is initially observed. But, when the tip is very close to the sample, a monotonic decrease in the acoustic signal is observed in the last 40 nm. The reason for the decrease in the probe's amplitude of oscillation is usually attributed to the presence of a mesoscopic fluid-like layer (made out of water and other hydrocarbons molecules) that is typically found adsorbed to solid substrates at ambient conditions. Another hypothesis suggests that the cause is the intermittent probe-substrate contact. For comparison purposes, Fig. 7 also shows the TF's electrical admittance response. Figure 8 displays the effects that the probe-sample interactions have on the probe's motion with some more detail. Variation of the acoustic signal is recorded as a function of time (trace with open circles) as the probe is placed successively closer to, or away from, a mica substrate (the tip remaining immersed or in contact with the adsorbed fluidlike layer most of the time). At the beginning (t = 0 s) the tip is away from the surface. As the tip approaches the sample, neither the WGAS nor the TF signals change (see the flat shape of the traces around the instant "A"). Subsequently, both traces display a small decrease in signal intensity at the instant "B," which suggests that the tip has either just encountered the mesoscopic layer 21 or, probably, the solid substrate. 22 Afterwards the tip is forced to undergo brief trips towards to and away from the substrate. At the different instants "A," "C," and "D" the V z voltage (used to control the relative probe-sample distance) was maintained at their corresponding fixed values, and a WGAS spectrum was recorded (see inset in Fig. 8 ). The spectra "C" and D" (tip positioned close to the substrate) reveal an increase in the probe's resonance frequency relative to the spectrum "A" (obtained when The inset at the center shows WGAS spectra taken at three different instances, while interrupting momentarily the approach/retraction process. At "E," the WGAS (because of its direct correlation with the probe's mechanical motion) straightforwardly reveals that the TF is almost at complete rest (the zero scale of the WGAS is an absolute zero reference), which is not clearly discernable from the TF signal.
the tip was far away from the sample). The "blue-shift" revealed by spectrum "D" (contrary to an expected red-shift if the associated interaction were a purely damping force) may be attributed to the unusual properties of the mesoscopic fluidlike film mediating the interaction between the solid tip and solid substrate. 16, 21 Another potential source of the blue-shift is that the probe, while undergoing oscillatory motion (and because the probe, more likely, is not perfectly perpendicular to the substrate), is simply intermittently touching the solid substrate; this nonlinear interaction would cause not only a blue-shift of the resonance frequency but also a deformation of the bell-shape frequency response, 23 which appears to be the case in spectrum "C" but not in the spectrum "D." A complete elucidation of the nature of these probe-sample shearforces is still lacking. The acoustic trace in Fig. 8 also reveals that at the instant "E" the probe is almost at complete rest, which is not directly discernible from the TF signal. In that regard, WGAS could provide a better metrology tool to investigate shear-force interactions since the WGAS scale constitutes an absolute scale directly related to the TF mechanical motion.
IV. WGAS AS A FEEDBACK POSITION CONTROL
The monotonic behavior of the WGAS signal as a function of the tip-sample separation (as displayed in Fig. 7 above) provides a first straightforward indication about the feasibility for implementing acoustic-based feedback position control in SF-SPM. As the probe is laterally scanned across the sample surface, an eventual decrease of the probe-sample would produce a corresponding lower WGAS signal, an indication that the sample needs to be moved away to prevent an eventual crash of the tip against the sample. The change in the sample's z-position (to avoid the crash and maintain the same relative probe-sample distance) can be used to reconstruct the sample's topography after multiple line scans across a specified sample region. The corresponding circuitry implementation of this feedback correction is shown in Fig. 9 .
A. The scanning stage
Although a more compact implementation would result if the piezoelectric tube, shown in Fig. 1 as part of the central axis of the current acoustic cavity, was employed to scan the probe, we find that the scanning voltages applied to this piezoelectric tube detrimentally affects the WGAS signal. This observation supports the hypothesis that the acoustic signal, with its source at the TF, travels though the central axis of the stage towards the acoustic cavity; hence, scanning voltages applied to that piezoelectric tube would cause mechanical strains, thus convoluting the WGAS signal. As a consequence, the sample is scanned instead in all directions, while leaving the mechanical path from the TF to the acoustic transducer free of additional perturbations (see Fig. 9 ).
B. Electronic station control
We use a proportional integral differential (PID) feedback control designed in LABVIEW and implemented in a NI PCI-7831R real-time field-programmable gate array (FPGA) card module. 24 It contains 8 independent analog inputs (4.0 μs conversion time, 16-bit resolution, and ±10 V sampling range) and 8 independent analog outputs (1.0 μs update time, 16-bit resolution, and ±10 V sampling range). The sampling and control voltages are digital and synchronized onboard (the latter has a resolution of 25 ns). The LABVIEW control and data processing system work in a server and client mode. The NI PCI-7831R FPGA card is the server that provides (i) sampling of the TF and WGAS signals, (ii) control of the XYZ scanning voltages, and (iii) PID feedback control of the probe-sample distance; all of them independently. The LABVIEW software on the personal computer acts as a client, providing control and display interface to the user, and sends the service request from the user to the FPGA card.
C. Imaging acquisition
Upon the conversion of the acoustic vibration to an electrical signal (by the acoustic sensor transducer), the implementation of WGAS imaging application is quite similar to any other SPM. A set point voltage, selected by the operator, controls the probe-sample distance that the feedback system will try to keep constant while the sample is scanned laterally. As the tip encounters topographic ups and downs features during the lateral scanning, the feedback control produces the proper V z voltage corrections (and applied to the z-stage) to move the sample vertically and avoid crashing. A standard sample allows calibrating the V z voltage against the vertical z-displacement. For topographic imaging process, a fraction of the feedback high voltage V z as well as the V x and V y scanning voltages, are used to reproduce the sample topographic features. Figure 9 shows also a top view of the topographic images acquired using WGAS. The sample imaged is a micro-fabricated standard silicon sample that has a 200 nm thick thermally grown silicon oxide layer except at selected regions (squares of 5 μm side). Notice that the regularly arranged topographic depressions are well imaged (dark regions in the figure) . The images were acquired using 10 ms time constant in the lock-in amplifier setting, and at a scanning speed of 0.2 lines/s. The TF with the attached probe had a mechanical quality factor of Q = 1000.
V. DISCUSSION
The experimental results presented here provide further evidence of the sufficient sensitivity of acoustic detection methods for characterizing physical phenomena at the nanometer scale. Indeed, WGAS demonstrates that the interaction between a nanometer-sized solid probe and a solid substrate (see Fig. 7 ) can be monitored without perturbing the existent experimental setup of a TF-SPM as illustrated in Fig. 1 , except of course using an extra acoustic transducer. But even so, the sensor ends up located at a distance far-away from the intervening interacting bodies; thus, in addition to tracking the probe's amplitude of oscillation with nanometer precision, such remote detection modality further highlights the noninvasive character of the new technique.
For these realizations, WGAS capitalizes on two main factors. First, the rigidity of the TF (K ∼ 20,000 N/m). The rigidity ensures that perturbations acting on the TF (the shear forces between the TF's sharp probe and the substrate, as illustrated in Fig. 7 ) are significantly coupled to the acoustic cavity; had the constituency of the TF be less sturdy, a perturbation of its motion would cause less impact on the acoustic cavity to which it is mechanically attached (hence, producing a much lower WGAS signal). Second, the resonance frequency of the TF (with a sharp probe attached to one of its tines) has to coincide with any of the many excitation frequencies (illustrated in Fig. 6 ) of the SPM frame (the latter acting as an acoustic cavity). Fortunately, the TF's resonance frequency, as well as the cavity frequency response, can properly be modified; the former by adding a small mass to the tines (as described in Sec. III above), the latter by a newly designed geometry (as proposed and detailed below).
Another advantage of using WGAS constitutes the straightforward information it reveals about the TF's state of mechanical motion, as evidenced by the results presented in Fig. 5 . This can be particularly useful when monitoring shearforce interactions between a surface and a probe tip placed in
